
Socialhaus- Your City’s Living Room

Overview of the Company
Socialhaus  is a physical lounge space designed to encourage social gatherings. Both within the local and
international community. It brings together open-minded individuals looking to form connections and good
conversations.

The Problem
After college, it’s difficult to make friends and maintain friendships. Most Meetups focus on specific themes
like job networking and involve alcohol. These situations cause barriers to deep social conversations and
creating opportunities for friendship. Therefore the goal of this research project had to answer this
hypothesis. Do people want a third place away from work and home specifically designed for socializing?
Second, would it improve their social skills and allow them to form long-term friendships?

Users and Audiences
People 23 years and above and those who recently graduated from college in the SF Bay Area.

My Role and Responsibilities
First UX Researcher for Socialhaus.Worked with the CEO remotely and in-person. Conducted qualitative and
quantitative research, recruited users, created personas and wrote reports/decks.

The Team
Me, CEO and Co-founder.

Scopes and Constraints
No budget. Research is limited to San Francisco and users who live nearby.

My Research Process
Qualitative and Quantitative research.

Highlights of Research
•Interviewed 6 users based on CEO’s criteria to gain valuable insight and create personas
•Observed pilot for the first Meetup and shared notes to improve future events
•Showcased % of users who agreed or disagreed with key questions.
•Analyzed data on focus groups for super users and beta users
•Found actionable quantitative data and created slide decks to present to CEO

Outcome and Lessons Learned
Found pain points from users. Such as keeping in touch with new people after they meet for the first time and
finding similar interests. Identified how to improve user communication and get people to speak up more
when giving feedback. Like handing out individual paper surveys to users instead of voluntary group
discussions. Presented two slide decks with charts on quantifiable data and key quotes from users to the
CEO. The user research phase is completed for now.


